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Maureen Paley is pleased to present the sixth solo exhibition by Sarah Jones and her first in the gallery’s new location at 60
Three Colts Lane.
The new work by Sarah Jones builds upon her distinct photographic language that dissolves the hazy glare of day into the weight
of a photographic night, condensing a recognizable sense of location with the photographer’s studio. Her subjects and objects are
chosen as much for their illusionary surfaces as for their metaphysical and metaphorical potential. The imagery in her latest work
references Cocteau’s 1930 film Le Sang d’un Poète (The Blood of a Poet), the first film in his Orphic trilogy, in which the artistprotagonist enters a parallel dreamscape of hallucinogenic allegories hidden behind doors, screens and windows, or found in fluid
mirrors. By merging three-dimensionality and transparency into the two-dimensional photograph, Jones’ work suggests a space
for possibility that serves as both a memento mori and a way to re-animate a scene.
A preserved magpie appears on a faux natural wooden perch in Magpie (Camera) (I) and (II) - stilled again by the artist’s camera.
Known to be a singular creature that collects objects that catch the light, the magpie’s behaviour can be seen to resemble the
optics of a camera lens. Jones’ magpie is shaped by the mechanics of the image and is presented once, and, once more in
reverse, as if reflected in a mirror. Mynah (Mimic) (I) presents an example of this particular bird set in an artificial tableau. Muted
within the image, mynah birds are known for their ability to imitate the human voice and other ambient sounds.
The act of mirroring is further evident in a diptych that describes a flowering mimosa tree – a plant that mimics and responds to
engagement by curling its leaves on touch. Mimosa (Actor) (I) and (II) unfolds from a central axis, each image reflecting the other.
In Screen (Orphée) (I), circular mirrors reflect a dark cloth that hangs between them and the camera, conflating opacity and
transparency within the image. In another image a mirror ball, Mirror Ball (Narcissus) (II), hangs in the studio, suspended in a
darkened photographic space above its own eternal reflection, while Torch Lily (Icarus) (I) presents an entwined plant, set into a
photographic night, following its own phototrophic desire to bend upwards towards the light.
Jones’ imagery continues to allude to the photographic understanding of the collapsing of time and space. Desert Rose (I) depicts
the petal-like growth structure of a crystal that forms through deep time into an ossified mirage of a plant, while air bubbles
appear suspended in the blown glass sphere of Le Sang d’un Poète (for Cocteau) (I). Through these works Jones asks what a
photographic image can ever really hold of its subject’s actuality, and suggests a multi-layered photographic realm built on slow
looking.
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